Arizona: Four Peaks
Browns Peak
Summary
This hike is to the highest point in Maricopa County - if you hike to the peak. Most people will likely hike to the Browns Saddle area
and return. If you do decide to go to the end, be warned that the final push beyond the saddle is not well marked, and there is a lot
rd
th
of 3 maybe a bit of 4 class scrambling to get to the peak, but great views will rewarded you on the top.

Amenities


Parking lot only.

Raw Numbers
Length
(Miles)

Time Ascent
(Hrs.) (Ft)

Decent
(ft.)

Min
Elev
(ft)

Max Elev
(ft.)

5.6

4:18

1,951

5,684

7,635

1,951

Our Statistics
Average Speed
(Mi/Hr)
1.30

Hike Rating
(10 max)
7.0/10

Trail Quality
(10 max)
8.0/10

Trail Finding
(10= Hard)
6.0/10

Hike Difficulty
(10=Hard)
7.5/10

Hike Type
There And Back

Brief Trail Summary
Highest point in Maricopa County with views of Saguaro Lake to the East, Superstitions Mountains to the South Roosevelt
Lake to the East and the Mogollon Rim to the north.

Getting There
From Arizona Capital Building to Lone Pine Trailhead – Distance is 107 miles from the capital with drive time of approximately 2:20
on Freeway and dirt roads. Dirt roads are quite drivable but fairly steep inclines with steep drop-offs and occasional wash boards.
Head East on I-10 and exit off onto the 202 heading East. Take 87 North off the 202 and drive for 57 miles to 188 South. Head South
on 188 for 20 miles and turn East on the dirt road El Oso Road for about 9 miles, then turn South East onto Pigeon Spring Road
towards Lone Pine Trailhead at the signed junction. Continue on Pigeon Spring Road to the trailhead at the end of the road. (1.5 – 2
miles).

Critters





Mammals: Rabbits, Chipmunks, Squirrels
Lizards: Pia Striped Whiptail, Ornate Tree Lizard (maybe)
Birds: Western Scrub-jay
Prevailing Fauna: Ponderosa Pines, Manzanita bushes, Gambel Oak?

What I Liked
One feels they are on top of the world when standing on this peak.

Where We Went Wrong
Approaching the Scree between peaks, we were off to the east a bit and did some scrambling on the side walls. Should have gone
more west to the main scree accent.
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Leg

Length

Title

Waypoints

01
02
03
04

2.3 mi
0.6 mi
0.5 mi
2.2 mi

Parking Lot to Browns Saddle
Browns Saddle to Browns Peak
Browns Peak to Browns Saddle
Browns Saddle to Parking Lot

BPT-01 → BPT-02
BPT-02 → BPT-04
BPT-04 → BPT-02
BPT-02 → BPT-01

Cumulative
Distance
2.3 mi
2.9 mi
3.4 mi
5.6 mi

Leg Descriptions


Leg-01 Parking Lot to Browns Saddle: At the south end of the parking lot (BPT-01) locate the trail marker and follow
Browns Trail (# 133). The trail is easy to follow and heads mostly South towards Browns peak. If you come at a good
time of year there is a cornucopia of different types of wild flowers to be found in the first leg of this hike. At about
0.4 miles you will pass a rock that looks a bit like Snoopy’s good friend Woodstock(P-6014). Woodstock is easier to
see after you have passed him. Continue on the trail for about another mile, and you will pass a pretty cool looking
dead looking tree(P-6034) to the east as the trail continues a rather pleasant incline up. At about 1.9 miles into the
hike you have a good view of browns peak (P-6054) and some great views of Roosevelt Lake(P-6174) to the East.
Finally at about 2.3 miles into the hike you reach Browns Saddle (BPT-03) that can give some great views of the
valley to the West and Saguaro Lake if it is a clear day. This is the point most folks enjoy the view, and turn back.
You can also clearly see Browns peak and eyeball the scree slope between the two peaks where you will need to go
if you decide to continue to the peak. The angle looks like it would be more of a climb than a hike. Just remember
whatever you go up, coming down is always harder when it comes to this type of terrane. You may want to carry 20
to 30 foot of light rope or webbing to spot anyone in the group who may not feel comfortable coming down or going
up.



Leg-02 Browns Saddle to Browns Peak: Although this is only about 0.6 miles it took us about 1 hour to do this leg.
The trail isn’t nearly as well defined; although knowing you need to go up the gap between peaks up the scree can
give you a pretty good idea of where to go. The angle becomes much steeper pretty quick, and when you hit the
scree section directly(P-138), you will be using your hands to assist the ascent. This is good solid 3rd and some 4th
class hiking here, not for the faint of heart. Continue up the scree to the high saddle just between the peaks(P-6098)
where a great view of the Superstitions is visible to the South. From the saddle, scrabble up the wall to the East, and
then hop on over south to reach the peak. You will know when you are at the peak when you see the rock with the
various names of a few other folks that have been up here and etched their names in the rock face. A great 360
degree view makes you appreciate how high you actually are.



Leg-03 Browns Peak to Browns Saddle: Tracing back down the scree and to the saddle.



Leg-04 Browns Saddle to Parking Lot: Continue from Browns Saddle to the parking lot.
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Hike Photos
Photo #6014

Photo #6034

Photo #6054

Photo #6174

Photo #6138

Photo #6098
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Coordinates and Times
Item

Map
Ref

Hike In
Time/Miles

Hike Out
Time/Miles

GPS
Coordinates

Leg-01
BPT-01 Parking Lot

BPT -01

Photo-6014

P-6014

Photo-6034

P-6034

Photo-6054

P-6054

Photo-6174

P-6174

BPT-02

BPT-02

0:00
0.0 mi
0:21
0.4 mi
0:53
1.4 mi
1:13
1.9 mi

4:17
5.6 mi
4:09
5.2 mi
3:48
4.4 mi
3:33
3.8 mi

N33.70542
W111.33790°
N33.70291°
W111.33816°
N33.69614°
W111.33489°
N33.69272°
W111.33053°

1:23
2.1 mi
1:28
2.3 mi

3:25
3.6 mi
3:22
3.5 mi

N33.68950°
W111.32986°
N33.68793°
W111.32988°

1:32
2.3 mi
2:14
2.8 mi
2:19
2.8 mi
2:27
2.9 mi

3:20
3.4 mi
2:36
3.0 mi
2:34
2.9 mi
2:27
2.9 mi

N33.68757°
W111.32942°
N33.68464°
W111.32636°
N33.68447°
W111.32633°
N33.68439°
W111.32575°

Leg-02
BPT-03

BPT-03

Photo-6138

P-6138

Photo-6098

P-6098

BPT-04

BPT-04

Leg-03
Leg-04
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Description
BPT-01 → BPT-02
Time = 1:32 Distance = 2.3mi Rate = 1.5 mph
Trail starts at south end of lot and is signed. Take
Browns TR. No. 133
Looking North East
Formation looks like Snoopy’s friend, Woodstock
Looking South West
Funky looking Tree
Looking South
Browns Peak and approach in the notch between
peaks
Looking East
Roosevelt Lake
Browns Saddle
Most folks end here. Great views of the East
BPT-02 → BPT-04
Time = 0:57 Distance = 0.6mi Rate = 0.58 mph
Trail Intersection
Browns Peak Trail & Amethyst Trail Intersection
Looking North
Scree approach in notch between peaks
Looking South
Between Peaks at the Superstitons
Top of Browns Peak
Highest Point in Maricopa County
BPT-04 → BPT-02
Time = 0:50 Distance = 0.5mi Rate = 0.64 mph
BPT-02 → BPT-01
Time = 00:57 Distance = 2.2mi Rate = 2.3 mph
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Elevation Graph

Leg 1 (2.3mi)

Leg 2 (0.6mi) Leg 3 (0.6mi)

Leg 4 (2.1mi)

2.9

3.5

Peak

P-6014
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P-6034

BPT-02

4.3

BPT-04
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BPT-02

5.3

P-6034

Woodstock Rock

Browns Saddle

Funky Tree

Woodstock Rock

0.4

Browns Saddle

1.4

Funky Tree

2.3

P-6014
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Support This Effort
If you find this guide helpful, feel free to donate some money to my paypal account to offset the time and effort
required for this guide. It takes a good 40+ hours to create each guide. Thanks! $5.00 Other

More Hikes
You can find more hikes, photos, and even GPS and Google Earth files at our website www.ArtCentrics.com. Go to the
Hiking webpage for a list of available hikes.

The Distribution List
If you would like to be added to our distribution list email us at james.mis.2015@ArtCentrics.com. Make sure to have
Add Me to Mailing List in the subject. We will send out periodic updates for new hikes we do along with Astronomy
related events and photos. If you are into gardening out here in the South West, feel free to ask to be added to our
Gardening distribution list where you will get periodic updates and information on gardening out here in the great
southwest.

Background/Screensaver images
If you enjoy our photos. Feel free to download our best photos related to Astronomy, Hiking, Gardening and Rock
Climbing at our best photos page on our website www.ArtCentrics.com. Photos are name according to topic, so you can
easily delete any topic photos you don’t care for.

About Our Statistics
Below is a brief description of what exactly each of our statistics represents. All values represent the hike overall, there
will be variation within the hike.
 Average Speed – Based on total time of hike and total distance. We are not power hikers, and are enjoying the view
and taking pictures periodically. This value also includes any extra time/mileage due to route variation for getting
off trail, or just checking out stuff. We recommend you download and examine our Google Earth trail so you can
make appropriate adjustments.
 Hike Rating – This is an overall ranking on the whole hike including views, and generally how enjoyable the hike was.
 Trail Quality – Indicates the quality of trail worn dirt path would be 1 while jagged rocks and scrambling would be
closer to 10. River rock and small boulders in the trail rate as 6. Of course this is a general rating on the route, so
variations will exist in the hike.
 Trail Finding – A measure of how difficult it is to follow a trail. This indicates how many times we were confused as
to what trail to take, or if the trail path is not apparent. Easy to follow trails rate as 1, bushwhacking rate as 10.
 Hike Difficulty – Basically indicates how we feel at the end of the hike. A value of 10 would be beyond our physical
capabilities.
 Hike Type – Hikes are classified as There and Back, Loop, Balloon or Two Point. Two point hikes require a second car
to be parked at the end of the hike.
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